About the Science
Stardatecards™© Eternal
Memorials were developed in
Canada with funding from the
National Research Council of
Canada and operated through
a partnership with Science
Alive! The New Zealand
Science Centre, a public trust
in Christchurch, who send
messages and manage quality
assurance of transmission.
For more information visit
www.fischersfuneralservices.com

and watch two videos under
the page Stardatecards™©
Eternal Memorials.

Stardatecards™©
Eternal Memorials

Complete this questionnaire or
on-line and receive a free text
deep space communication.
To send your message, please
send the text you wish
transmitted to
adesharn@shaw.ca.
Please forward completed
surveys to:
Fischer’s Funeral Services
4060 1St Ave SW, Salmon Arm,
B.C. V1E 2Y9 Fax: 250.833.4782

Stardatecards™© Eternal Memorials
provides information on where to
locate your commemoration in the
night sky.

To complete the survey on-line
please visit: http://bit.ly/1yyhrJd

Nothing says “I will
remember you” more…than
to say it forever.

The commemoration is then
transmitted to a visible night sky
astronomical object – a star, star
system or galaxy - selected by
the consumer. The message will
travel amongst the stars forever.

About Stardatecards™©
Stardatecards™© Eternal
Memorials is a service that allows
the public to truly commemorate
family and loved ones - for eternity.
Stardatecards™© are laser light
messages created by the bereaved
and sent to the far reaches of the
Universe, literally to the end of
space and time.
Stardatecards™© Eternal
Memorials utilizes a specialized
communications laser connected to
a computer driven telescope to
achieve deep space communication.
The bereaved provide the text of
the commemoration and a photo
image of their loved one which is
entered into the Stardatecards™©
web site.

Stardatecards™© provides a very
unique way to offer a tribute to a
loved one while providing an
equally unique way to remember
them – by being able to look
skyward each night to see the far
away destination the memorial
will travel toward and beyond for all time.
Message senders are able to
monitor their tributes
transmission time and date and
then follow the message’s
journey on-line. A small
investment to say I love and will
remember you, forever.
The following questionnaire
seeks your input into this science
based bereavement service,
what type of products may
interest you, and the cost. To
complete the survey on-line
please visit: http://bit.ly/1yyhrJd.

Does the use of deep space
communication interest you as a
means of commemorating a loved
one? Yes____ No____
Does the aspect of a
commemoration’s journey being
eternal appeal to you?
Yes____ No____
Does the aspect of being able to
look into the night sky and see the
star that your message is traveling
toward appeal to you as a feature of
a bereavement product?
Yes___ No____
Does the ability to follow your
bereavement message on-line
interest you ? Yes____ No____
Would you be interested in having a
print certificate of the transmission
date and time and containing the
image and text that was sent in the
commemoration? Yes____ No____
Would you be interested in having
the commemoration message
added to an urn or gravestone?
Yes____ No____
The retail price for a Eternal
Memorial is $125.00 and provides
transmission and a confirmation
document including how to find
your star in the night sky and how to
track the message’s journey online.
Is this a bereavement service and
product you would consider to
commemorate a loved one?
Yes____ No____

